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The United States economy is slowly revving: it grew by 2.2 percent in the third quarter of 2009 and by 5.7 percent in the fourth quarter, a trend that may signal an end to the worst recession we have had since the Great Depression. The country avoided a much more severe economic collapse only because government responses to this breakdown, both in the US and abroad, have been more effective than those of the 1930s were.

Nonetheless, housing is still depressed and nearly 10 percent of the labor force was unemployed in January. We have lost more than eight million jobs, over half of them permanently, since the recession began in December 2007; and long-term unemployment is at record highs. Even if the US GDP grows 5 percent a year over the next three years, which seems unlikely, the US will probably not return to full employment before 2013.

That an even worse disaster has been averted, in part by people who studied the lessons of what happened in the past, underscores our need to understand what went wrong this time and what must still be done to restore the economy and avert another collapse. Almost everyone agrees that the crisis developed in part because of failures of regulation—principal- ly of banking, mortgage companies, and derivatives markets—and much of the current effort is currently being devoted to revamping and shoring up the regulatory system.

Alan Greenspan’s Federal Reserve bears responsibility for some of these supervisory failures; it also kept interest rates “too low too long,” thereby exacerbating the dangers to the economy.

The failure of the Fed’s monetary policy are particularly significant—without them the need for effective regulation would have been much less urgent. This may help explain why the embattled Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke, who was confirmed on January 28 for a second four-year term in the most contested vote ever for a Fed chairman, tried to counter those who blame the Fed in a speech before the American Economic Association a few weeks before the vote. But like many of the Fed’s critics, Bernanke focused only on whether the Fed should have started raising interest rates before it actually did in June 2004. He did not address a more critical issue: Did the slow and predictable pace at which it raised rates encourage the excessive risk-taking that brought down the financial system and the world economy?

By any measure, the crisis was a consequence of extraordinarily reckless behavior—by banks and other financial institutions, by governments and their financial regulators, and by consumers behavior that continued even in the face of a widely shared sense that serious trouble was brewing. Charles Bean, deputy governor for monetary policy of the Bank of England, was not the only central banker to admit, in November 2008, that major trends of the world economy had “sexed policymak- ers for some time. We knew they were unsustainable and worried that the un- winding might be disorderly. . . . However, nothing very much was done…” (emphasis added).

Even Chuck Prince, the former CEO of Citigroup, was aware of the risks in July 2007 he boasted that the bank was not pulling back from its aggressive lending. “When the music stops…things will be complicated. But as long as the music is playing, you’ve got to get up and dance. We’re still dancing…” (emphasis added)—a phrase that echoes the kind of illusions that led to disaster. Consumers, too, were carried along on the wave of easy credit and by rising home prices; they borrowed to the hilt, often by refinanc- ing their appreciating homes, and saved almost nothing.

The failure of central bankers and regulators to rein in leverage—the practice of borrowing as much as thirty or more times one’s equity capital to increase investment potential—and ex- cessive risk-taking owes much to complacency that had developed over the preceding twenty to twenty-five years. This was a period that many econo- mists called “the great moderation,” when economic growth was relatively steady, inflation was low, recessions were short and mild, and serious crises were weathered without severe downturns. Partly this was because the most seri- ous economic crises were contained in the banking and financial system, the basic source of credit, and none of those that occurred during this period involved the banking system in a major way.

The list of crises that were contained was long and impressive, including the stock market crash of 1987, the junk bond collapse of 1989–1990, the Asian crisis of 1997, the Russian default in 1998, the failure of Long Term Capita- l Management—a large and hugely leveraged hedge fund—later that year, and the collapse of technology stocks in 2000–2001. Quick and effective re- sponse to these and other dangers by Greenspan’s Fed appear to have in- duced banks and investors to rely un- duly on its ability to stave off collapses that threaten the system, and to ignore the serious malfunctions of the fi- nancial markets. These same successes may have led Greenspan himself to be- lieve that he actually was, in the words of the Financial Times, the “guardian angel of the financial markets.”

The general pattern of those years was similar to earlier extended peri- ods of growth and great optimism. The standards for issuing credit and for sup- ervising those who do so tend to deter- riorate markedly during such prolonged periods of prosperity (as the junk bond collapse also showed on a much smaller scale). This is in part because financial crises typically follow booms. It also is why, as an economic expansion lengthens, regulators of financial institutions should be—but seldom are—especially vigilant; and why succession planning is necessary but were not—adapted to automatically constrain risks as the expansion pro- gresses. (Regulations should also function “countercyclically” in downturns, by adding leverage limits and insurance as conditions worsen.) Because the US regulatory system was deeply flawed, reflecting pressures from powerful commercial banks, investment banks, and insurance companies, and negligently implemented, it failed to coun- teract the prevailing optimism and cool the housing and credit markets. Instead it fed the housing bubbles.

Along with hubris and complacency, ideology also explains some of the supervisory negligence. In Octo- ber 2008, appearing before the Gov- ernment Oversight Committee of the House of Representatives, Greenspan famously confessed to being in a “state of shocked disbelief” that the “self-interest” of banks and other market participants had not prevented the “once-in-a-century credit tsunami” that was devastating the world economy. Under questioning the former Fed chairman went further, admitting that the evening of 2005 that re- vealed a “flaw” in his own laissez-faire worldview. He reminded the commit- tee that he had been concerned as early as 2005 that “the constraint of underpricing of risk . . . would have dire consequences.” Yet he had done little to contain that threat, and the con- sequences, he said, turned out to be “much broader than anything I could have imagined.”

Although he has confessed to some regulatory failure, Greenspan has fiercely resisted criticisms of his
monetary policy itself—especially suggestions that his policy of keeping interest rates low for so long encouraged the housing bubble and the explosion of subprime mortgages in the economy. It must sting more deeply that the most forceful attacks on his monetary policy have been leveled by Stanford Professor John Taylor, an esteemed monetary economist and “good friend and former colleague.” Taylor served in the Ford, Bush I, and Bush II administrations, including as undersecretary of the Treasury for international affairs between 2001 and 2005. His first public criticism was made two years after leaving that position in a paper presented to the annual August gathering of central bankers and monetary economists in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, that is sponsored by the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City. The paper is the heart of Taylor’s new book, Getting Off Track.

Taylor argues that if the Fed had started raising interest rates in 2002, shortly after the end of the recession that followed the bursting of the technology stock bubble, the housing market would not have grown as wildly as it did. He bases his argument on his own “Taylor rule,” a guide to monetary policy that he developed in the 1990s, that quantifies how forcefully the Fed should adjust interest rates in response to changes in inflation and GDP. Taylor rules are widely used by economists and policymakers, and there are many different versions reflecting variations in the way they are applied, particularly in how inflation is measured. Taylor measures inflation by the average change in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) over the preceding four quarters, a choice that has a big impact on his conclusions.

By contrast, the Fed and many economists prefer using “core” inflation measures because they exclude the effects of food and energy prices, which can be very volatile. During the late 1980s and most of the 1990s the CPI and core measures of inflation largely moved in tandem and Fed policy was very close to that prescribed by the Taylor rule. In 2002 and 2003, however, the CPI and core inflation readings sharply diverged, the former rising rapidly and the latter falling, leading to conflicting implications for appropriate monetary policy. Both Federal Reserve Vice Chairman Donald Kohn and Bernanke this January pointed to the importance of Taylor’s choice of an inflation measure in convincing his critics that the Fed should have raised rates more in early 2002—when the recovery from the 2001 recession was still anemic and the risks of deflation were clear.

But Taylor’s general contention that low rates were behind the housing bubble is largely persuasive, although mostly for different reasons than he provides. In June 2004 the Fed finally raised federal funds rate—the rate banks charge one another for overnight loans—as the recovery stabilized and employment and inflation began rising more rapidly. It probably should have started raising rates slightly earlier. Most important, the Fed raised rates only in increments of a quarter of a percentage point (twenty-five basis points); after seventeen such increases the federal funds rate peaked again in June 2004. Fourteen of these “measured” rate rises were attributable to Greenspan and three to Bernanke, who replaced him in February 2006.

Raising interest rates so slowly drove up the housing bubble and created a dangerous risk-taking, and should have concerned Greenspan, according to his stated views. The Fed’s policies thus seem especially peculiar. They helped to create a financial crisis of frank irresponsibility and instability that enticed financial institutions and investors to leverage their investments enormously, borrowing sums that dwarfed the capital they committed.

Such blindly optimistic short-term profit-seeking dominated the investment world for at least two reasons. First, all crises over the preceding quarter-century had apparently been contained by effective Fed actions, suggesting that any problems would be dealt with as well. Second, by telegraphing its intentions to raise rates only at a “measured” pace, the Fed2 reduced the chance of an abrupt and sharp rise in interest rates, a principal worry for highly leveraged investors. And because the Fed had promised that the rate increases would be gradual, it also began when the federal funds rate was only one percent, attractive rates were guaranteed to persist for some time. Given the federal funds rate near 3 percent much more quickly would have introduced a healthy dose of caution to investors in the years when the inflation rate was expected to rise rapidly. Moreover, the versions of the Taylor rule used by Federal Reserve policymakers not only suggest that rate increases should have started earlier in 2004, but also that they should have reached 3 percent before the end of that year.

Why didn’t Greenspan act more aggressively to quickly raise interest rates to 3 percent or perhaps higher? He claims that it wouldn’t have mattered, that he “could not have ‘prevented’ the housing bubble” through monetary policy because the Fed only sets long-term interest rates, such as mortgage rates, which are most relevant to housing. In his view, the Fed was hamstrung by rapidly growing excess reserves even in 2004, but also that rates should have reached 3 percent before the end of that year.

The Fed’s unwillingness to raise interest rates quickly would have been less serious if regulation had been more effective at curbing the emerging risks in the subprime mortgage and derivative economy. But regulations were not well enforced. For example, Greenspan explicitly rejected Federal Reserve Governor Edward Gramlich’s warnings about the need for federal regulators to combat widespread abuses in mortgage markets. Earlier he also rejected the strong warnings of Brookskiew, then of the head of the US Committee on Banking, about the many dangers of unregulated derivatives. Existing regulations also were inadequate. Partly that was because bank regulation effectively protected investment banks such as Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers, major bundlers of subprime mortgages for worldwide sale that were at the core of the crisis. They were regulated—quite superficially—by the Securities and Exchange Commission and the New York Stock Exchange. These regulations take full account of how much the “shadow” banking system added to potential losses for banks—such as in the complex, largely unregulated “structured investment vehicles” (SIVs). These entities, which functioned much like investment funds, were subject to little of the usual prudential and regulatory limits on their sponsors. They didn’t take deposits and acquired their portfolios of illiquid mortgage-related securities using short-term borrowing. Hedge funds often provided equity capital for the SIVs, which were managed by their sponsors who sold the services. The sponsors sometimes provided emergency lines of credit as well. When the value of the SIVs’ portfolios plunged and their funding sources dried up in the credit crunch, they had to be recapitalized, adding to their parents’ losses. In addition to such problems of scope, the existing bank regulations—primarily capital requirements and lending standards—failed to sufficiently constrain leverage and risk-taking during the build-up to the crisis. These closely related concepts are the key components of banking regulation, probably of all financial regulation, and their breakdown during the crisis was largely a consequence of the way both variables were measured. Capital, rather than being linked to a bank’s tangible, “owned” equity—essentially the portion of its net assets due to its shareholders, which is subordinate to the interests of depositors and creditors—was linked to intangible items such as goodwill as well as preferred shares and deferred tax credits, whose value depended on future profitability. Simple capital requirements were based on different assets’ supposed “riskiness,” which tended to fall during the boom, and leverage ratios were calculated by comparing a bank’s capital to its risk-adjusted assets. Measuring capital so generously and adjusting assets in this way made leverage appear lower and capital seem more adequate than they were. In this respect the regulations were very much like the risk models that investors and financial firms used.
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Indeed, the highly influential Bank for International Settlements, an organization of central banks that seeks to coordinate bank regulations, proposed in 2004 that, in determining banks’ capital requirements, regulators should rely in part on banks’ own risk models as well as on data provided by credit-rating agencies such as Moody’s or Standard and Poor’s, agencies that were paid by the very financial institutions whose credit they were assessing.

These proposals were widely adopted—and turned out to be dangerously misleading. As a consequence of procedures like those proposed by the BIS, extremely low capital requirements for AAA-rated mortgage derivatives—1 percent of the holdings, equivalent to leverage of more than 60 to 1 for these securities and less than half the capital required to hold individual mortgages—Lehman was thought to be well capitalized just a week before its bankruptcy. Absurdly low capital requirements also explain why banks retained such vast quantities of mortgage-related securities on their own books, setting themselves up for huge losses when the housing bubble burst.

“When a regulatory mechanism has failed to mitigate boom/bust cycles,” the authors of The Fundamental Principles of Financial Regulation (a “Geneva Report” by an international group of economists) observe, tinkering around the edges is not likely to be sufficient. What is required is a new approach that concentrates on the need for financial regulation to moderate the business and credit cycles, acting as a “counterbalancing force” to the rising use of leverage and risk-taking during a boom and helping to offset the damage in a collapse. Moreover, the regulatory mechanism should be based as much as possible on clear, mandatory rules, since regulators often are loath to slow down a boom and have been susceptible to lobbying by financial firms, factors that may help to explain Greenspan’s failures. The United States and most other developed countries have now endorsed the need for such new rules—although so far, it must be stressed, little has been done to implement them. The Geneva report, however, is deceptive simply because it links capital requirements to the changing risks that major financial institutions pose to the entire banking system. They would have been met by more often and lower capital requirements—the Bank for International Settlements is now considering such a revamped set of requirements—by a set of factors based on how fast a bank’s assets and leverage grow; a second geared to the extent to which a bank’s assets are financed by short-term borrowing that might dry up in a crisis; and a third on the degree to which a bank’s bonus and other compensation schemes encourage excessive risk-taking.

This approach, which could be applied incrementally to major and interconnected financial institutions as an expansion grows, seems promising, and the elements it incorporates are critical. As the financial crises of the last two years have shown, the combination of high bank leverage, extensive reliance on short-term borrowing, and management compensation schemes that reward short-term results can be lethal.

The Geneva plan would apply to all financial institutions—commercial banks and bank holding companies, investment banks, insurance companies, and hedge funds—whose health might have a significant impact on the entire financial system. And the new capital requirements would take account of the companies’ affiliates and their liabilities, even if these obligations don’t appear explicitly on their balance sheets. The plan is comprehensive, straightforward, and clear—great virtues, especially in the world of opaque bank regulations. But how effective such a plan would be will depend on how well the proposed new multiples are chosen.

In late January President Obama outlined several new elements that he believes should be added to the financial reform measures that are slowly working their way through Congress. The new proposals focus primarily on the problem of financial institutions that are thought to be “too big” or “too important” to fail because their failure might trigger a systemic economic crisis like the one we’re emerging from now. As a consequence, such institutions benefit from an implicit government guarantee against total collapse, one that became ex officio, during the crisis when many banks were rescued at great initial cost to taxpayers. As the President observed on January 21, in order to avert a worse calamity,

the American people—who were already struggling in their own right—were forced to rescue financial firms facing crises largely of their own creation. And that rescue…was deeply offensive but it was a necessary thing to do, and it succeeded in stabilizing the financial system and helping to avert a great economic depression.

Although a large chunk of these bailout costs has been repaid as the economy recovers, the Federal Reserve, the Treasury, and the FDIC, among others, still hold assets that they have purchased for very little. These assets are still being valued well below many analysts’ estimates, and the capital losses may amount to as much as $170 billion. There is also the concern that these losses may be a reflection of a systemic crisis that is still ongoing.

Some people contend that the Volcker rule is unnecessary, that its goals could be accomplished more effectively through required capital requirements, and that it would be very difficult to distinguish proprietary trading from what the trading banks do to hedge the potential losses they take on in serving their clients. In addition, such a rule may cause firms like Goldman Sachs to give up their banking licenses—which were acquired during the crisis so that they would be eligible for Fed support. They do a lot of proprietary trading and run large hedge funds and private equity funds, but don’t raise much money through deposits. Moreover, it could be that Volcker’s proposals, especially if institutions like Goldman Sachs would be subject to stricter new capital, leverage, and liquidity requirements, and be covered by a strong resolution authority, even if they no longer are banks. For if there’s one thing we should have learned from the crisis, it’s that there are no magic bullets to protect our financial systems and economies for other and new sources of dangerous behavior may well appear. The Bank for International Settlements’ elaborate capital requirements may work well; nor have the judgments of bank executives, investors, regulators, or the Fed’s monetary policymakers been sound. In fact, many of the rules and judgments have been too little, too slow, or just not helpful. We can hope that lessons from this crisis, like those from the Great Depression, will be reflected both in better rules and in better judgments. But memories will fade, financial systems will evolve, and no matter how hard we try to put in place effective safeguards, there can be no assurances that it won’t happen again.

—February 25, 2010